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Agronomists ^nd wheat growers realize that a winter

wheat which is earlier, stiffor strawod and highor yielding

than the standard varieties now grown in Kansas would toe a

valuable contribution. iiaproveKent in these characters

should result In the production of varieties better adapted

to a wider range of conditions.

bout ten years ago certain crosses were made which

involved earlinoss, stiffness of straw, good quality, high

yield, wlnterhardiness and other desirable ennracters. One

of these was a cross between Hard Federation, a white

Australian spring wheat, which is non-wintorhardy, matures

early and has stiff straw and Kanred, a. high yielding,

hardy, relatively late, hard, red, winter wheat, with weak

straw. Some of the data obtained in studying this cross

from the Fs to the F„ generation are presented in this

thesis. Those data deal with agronomic characters «nd

certain factors influencing milling and baking qualities.

:! ;VI \. OF Mv m 'i'DHB

gr°'io:.iic Characters

Quisenberry and Clark ( 15 ) state that the develop-

ment of hardy strains of hard, red, winter wheat must toe



associated with an Increased aero yield. They studied the

problem of Increasing wlnterhardlness, yield, find Improving

quality by conducting an extensive crossing program, using

very wlnterhardy varieties such as Odessa, Buffum, Klnhardl,

Mlnturkl, et al and high quality hard wheats such as Turkey,

Kharkof and Kanred.

Selections were made on the basis of wlnterhardlness,

yield and quality, There was some evidence that the

characters wlnterhardlness and late maturity are associated

In Inheritance.

The most promising strains have been Increased to plot

tests at two northern stations. One year's results Indicate

that some of the hybrid selections are promising ror winter-

hardiness, high yield, and good milling and baking qualities.

Hayes and lamodt ( 11 ), In a study of the inheritance

of wlnterhardlness In winter x spring wheat crosses,

concluded that In the V\ generation spring-habit of growth

and low cold resistance are dominant over wintor-growth

habit and high cold resistance. In the P4 generation linos

homozygous for winter and spring growth habit exhibited only

mall differences In wlnterhardlness. ft high correlation

was found between cold resistance and winter habit, although

this correlation was not perfect. These results agree with

Hil8son-IM.e»s conclusion that winter resistance Is Inherited



In the same manner as other quantitative characters, being

controlled by several Mendelian factors. Hayes aid Garber,

Akerman and other investigator* have obtained evidence of

transgressive segregation for winterhardlness.

Clark, Plorell and Hooker ( 6 ) found that the average

yield per plant of the F hydrids which they studied was

between the yields of the parents; .4 few F* strains in all

classes studied were higher yielding than the parent check

rows. Under the conditions of the test there was but slight

tendency for yield to increase with increase in length of

awns;

Transgressive segregation was noted in the study of the

inheritance of kernel texture. Only a small number of Pg

plants and P5 strains exceeded the best parental plants or

rows in crude-protein content. Their results indicate that

under some conditions yield and crude-protein content may be

unassoclated, or correlated positively as frequently as

negatively.

Hqres, Immer and Bailey (IS) made a statistical

study of the inheritance of quality and concluded that

neither protein content nor kernel texture was significantly

or consistently related to loaf volume, as determined by the

experiemental baking methods used. There was some indication



of a slight positive relation between loaf volume, texture

and color score of loaf, althou#i the limits of this

association were rather narrow. With wheats of diverse

nature, kernel texture end protein content were not very

highly associated with loaf volume as determined by

experimental baking trials. The absonc of a high positive

relation in wheats of diverse nature indieates that protein

determinations made during the segregating generations are

of little value to the wheat breeder aa a means of

selecting high quality strains.

Clark raid ouisenberry ( 7 ) found that the yields of

hybrids were more variable then the yields of the paronte.

Yield and protein content were negatively correlated in

both the Fg and P, generations, but in neither case was the

coefficient of con-elation large enough to be of importance

to the plant breeder.

It was found in this study that the intermediate or

awnlettod strains, in both Fp and Fs , significantly out-

yielded the awned types, 'i'he awnletted and aimed classes

segregated close to a 3:1 ratio in the Fg generation.

The crude-protein content of Wm plants and pi strains

was positively comelated, the values of r being

statistically significant and important. These authors

suggest that selection of plants of high protein content in



the F
ff generation may be used as n moans of making progress

In raising the crude-protein content through plant breeding

methods. It is their opinion that yiold is largely the

result of tho interaction of environment and the physio-

logical and morphological characters of the plant.

u:-lity Factors

Shollenbergar and Clark ( 20 ), in reporting their

studies of the milling and baking qualities of -nerican

wheat varieties, recommend that, in order to satisfy the

farmer, the miller and the baker, new wheats must yield more
per acre and must also be of superior quality.

'i'hey also conclude that new and standard varieties

differ greatly In their quality attributes. Vhey are of the
opinion that the effects of season, locality, rainfall,

elevation, and soil type are of less importance than

varietal differences.

Swanson
( SJ3 ) points out the diversity of applleation,

in common use, of the meaning of quality in wheat. Ilie

wheat producer, the baker and the miller all look ot this

question of quality in wheat, froiu different viewpoints. He

believes that the baking test is being used as a blanket

quality test, which is more than can be expected of it.

There are still many things to be learned about the baking



test. Ke gives a rather comprehensive discussion of the

requirements set up by the wheat producer as to what a new

wheat should be.

Call, Green and Swanson ( 2 ) direct attention to the

fact that a good milling wheat must not only contain a high

quantity of protein but also this protein must be of good

quality. It is well known that there are differences in the

quality of protein, considering the quantity as being

oonstant. : riount of gluten and amount of protein are highly

associated. Under Kansoo conditions, deep red, hard,

vitreous kernels, with a low test weight are usut.lly high in

protein.

Swanson ( 22 ) points out the complexities of colloidal

behavior in dough. He especially emphasizes the important

role of the particle as the unit of the starch and protein

matrix, and its relationship to the environment, 'xhe forma

of starch sind protein particles, together with their most

likely arrangement with i-egard to each other, are graphically

illustrated.

Sharp and Gortner ( 19 ) found that viscosity in some

flour suspensions varied with the rate of shear nnd that

different flours vary in this respect. '±'hey observed that a

flour-in-water suspension is very sensitive to mechanical



treatment, as repetition of the viscosity determination on

a given sample for a number of times caused a marked

decrease in its viscosity. Thus repetition has its

influence on the accuracy of results. Little trouble was

experienced in obtaining satisfactory accuracy in duplicate

determinations with the MacMiehnel viscosiineter, although

the results obtained were only comparative. Some flours

with low baking strength yielded simple ilour-in-water

suspensions which nave relatively high viscosity readings.

Suspensions of flour in water are extremely labile

systems and are affected by many factors which influence the

viscosity of emulsoid colloids.

Snyder ( 21 ) in reporting some early experiments with

the Poster gluten tester suggests thnt a flour which will

produce a tall cylinder in the tester will usually produce

a large loaf, although lo&f size and gluten expansion are

not always proportional. He also concludes that a high

expansion of gluten is an indication of good bread making

qualities.

mav i i. m mamtm

Parental Varieties

Clark, Martin and Boll ( 5 ) describe the Hard

Federation parent as follows:
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"Plant - spring habit, early, short, stem
white, strong; spike awnless, oblong, dense, erect;
glumes glabrous, brown, short, wide; shoulders
wide, square; beaks narrow, acute, 0.5 mm long;
apical awns wanting; kernels white, short, hard,
ovate, with truncate tips; germ large; eroase
mldwlde, middeep, frequently pitted; cheeks
angular to rounded; brush large, aidlong.

History - Hard Federation was originated by
soleetion from the Federation In Australia, yhe
following history was recorded in 1914.

In consequence of the variations of the
ordinary type exhibited by the strain of Federation
cheat now being grown at Cowra lixperlaent Farm, it
has been deemed advisable to apply a distinct name
to it, and "Hard Federation" has been selected as
the most a propriate. 'i'he deptirturo from type was
£££ noticed by J. *. pridham, plant breeder, in
1007 or 1908, one of the plants selected from the
stud plats being observed to thresh grain of
remarkably hard and flinty eppearance. Vhe plant
has the distinctive brown head and the general
appearance of Foderutlon in the field, but the
grain was of a class that has never been seen in
*
h<
\«?«1

!
ty befor«« '^w seed was propagated, andin 1910 the occurrence of the white heads was

noticed, and from then until 1912 distinctly whiteheads wore common among the brown, but in 1913
S^TM!01*18 no white-eared plants, and It is hopedthat the seed will now be true to type,

iw«.J^ ^'etie
?
ation was flrat introduced into the

"?"?? f*
ate

? *n «ugu.t. 1915, by the United
^o? DePaptrnon* <* agriculture ( |, ft t. Ho .41079). vhe seed was presented to the United****— Apartment of agriculture by Geotge Valdor.
^^r??°

r"etPfy i

and dlrQCt°r <* the Department ofagriculture, Sydney, Hew South v/ales.

n- u
t
o
Wa

f.
first Grown at the Sherman CountySti'^ : ';01,0

» ^^Son, in 1916. i^cpori-ents
?«T??£

te
? H t&0 department in Oregon ahdCalifornia from 1917 to 1919, reported & ClarkStephens ,:nd Klorell, have shown it to, be a hi*yielding dry-land wheat, und it has sinSI been**

71
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Increased and distributed.

Distribution - Grown at several experiment
stations in the western part of the United
States and commercially to a slight extent in
California and Oregon in 1920."

Clark, Stephens and Florell ( 3 ) state that of 130

lots of ustralian wheat testod in nurseries on the Pacific

coast, the Federation group, consisting of Federation, Hard

Federation and Vihlto Federation appears best adapted. The

results secured on the coast indicate that Hard Federation

is higher yielding than the leading commercial varieties

now grown and is well adapted to that region. Experiments

indicate that Hard Federation is superior to leading

co ercial varieties in milling and bread ranking qualities.

Pridham ( 13 ) found that Hard Federation has a low

migration ratio which Paeans that the production of grain to

straw is relatively high.

Pridham ( 14 ), in another paper, states that natural

crossing is not uncommon in Hard Federation.

Richardson ( 16 ) a atos that Hard Federation is

slightly earlier than Moderation, has grain of better

quality and in some districts yields as well as Federation.

The Kanred parent is described by Clark, Martin and

Ball ( 5 ) as follows:

"Plant - Winter haDit, midseason, laidtall;



stem white, weal:; spike awned, fusiform,

mlddenae, Inclined; glumes glabrous, white,

nidlo^g, nidi do; shoulders narrow, oblique to

elevated, beaks 3 to 25 ram long; aims 3 to 10 cm.

long; kernels dark rod, nldlong, hard, ovate to

elliptical, germ small, crease narrow to midwide,

nlddeop; oheeks rounded; brush small, nidlong.

Kanred Is very similar to Turkey, but Is

slightly more wlnterhardy and slifhtly earlier

and can be distinguished from that variety by its

resistance to some forms of both loaf and stem

rust. This resistance to rust Is an important

fector in the ability of the variety to outyleld

Turkey wheat in many sections. It is about equal

to Turkey in milling and bread-making value.

History - Kanred is the product of a single
head selected in 1900 from the Crimean variety

( C. I. No. 1435 ), which had been introduced
Into the United States from nussla by the United
iitates Department of agriculture. The selection
froi which It descended was one of 554 head
selections made in 1906 by Dr. H. F. Koborta, of
the 3otany Departnent of the 7Cans' s .

: gricultural
Experiment Station. In 1911 the more promising
strains wore included In experiments by the
Agronomy Department of the Kansas Station, and
several of them, including Kanred, were grown In
field plots. In 1916 It was discovered to be
rust resistant. During these years of preliminary
tasting of the Kairod wheat it was known by the
number P - 762. Hi 1917 It was named Kanred, a

contraction of ICansas :od. ;.bout 400 acres wore
seeded to this variety In the fall of 1917, more
than 50,000 acres in the full of 1918, and not
less than 500,000 acres in the fall of 1919.

Distribution - Kanred was reported In 1919
from 23 counties in Kansas, 1 county in i.ichlgan
and 5 counties in Oklahoma, jr-robably 1,500,000
to 2,000,000 acres were sown to Ktinred in the fail
of 1920. It Is grown also at experiment stations
in most sections of the United States.

12
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Synonyms - P-762, i'-10f:6, and 1-10C8.
P-762 was the designation under which Kanred wheat
was '.mown from the dnte of Its selection, In 190G,
until the time when It was named. P-1066 and
P-1068 are two other pure-line selections developed
at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment 3tatlon In
much the same way as was Kanred. Both these strains
have the rust resistance of Kanred and are Identical
In all morphological characters, but neither has
been distributed for growinr-.

Salmon ( 17 ) published information concerning the

establishment of Kanred wheat in Kansas, in addition to

experimental data he quoted the opinions of thirty-four

farmers scattered throughout the state, regarding the

variety. l-.o*t of these opinions were favorable.

Clark and Salmon ( 4 ) gave a more detailed discussion

of the value of Kanred in Kansas and other states.

The cross, Kanred x :iard Federation, was made at Ciiico,

California in 1920 by V. II. Floroll of the Office of Coreal

Investigations, at the suggestion of MP. .T. •-• Clark. The F«»

generation was grown at lioro, Oregon In 1921-1922. In the

fall of 1922 soed from 1,582 red-seeded P,, plants wo«

planted in the crop improvement nursery at Manhattan, Kansas.

; fter harvesting the IL progenies all of the white seeded

plants, with the exception of a few "testers" were discarded.

The number of selections of this cross grown In each

subsequent generation In nursery rows and in field plots

Is shown in Table I. This table Illustrates the rather
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Table I , Sequential treatment of Kanred x Hard
Federation selections, Agronomy nursery,
Manhattan, Kansas, 1983 to 1929

Year Generation Kind of Number of
test strains

1922-23 P3 Plant rows 1580

1923-24 P4 Plant rows 763

1924-25 F5 Plant rows
Single rod rows

G05
82

1925-2G FS Single rod rows
Triplicate rod rows
Replicate rod rows

70
129

7

1926-27 F7 Triplicate space -

planted rows
triplicate rod rows
Replicate rod rows

19
80
54

1927-28 F8 Plant rows
Single rod rows
Triplicate rod row3
Replicate rod rows
Advanced nursery
Farm plot3

49
11
23
31
5
3

f
1928-29 F9 Plant rowc

Single rod ro\»s

Triplicate rod rous
Replicate rod rows

• dvanced nursery
Farm plots

66
69
54
18
3
6

1929-30 F10 Plant rows
Single rod rows
Triplicate rod rows
Replicate rod rows
Advanced nursery
Farm plots

169
15
34
18
2
1
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rapid reduction In the number of lines r,rown. It also

hows how the more promising strains have been advanced from

individual plant rows to single rod rows, replicated rod

rows and l-40th aero field plots, i'he small number of

strains now eing grown in the nursery as compared to the

large number in the earlier generations gives some idea of

the sevority of tho weeding out process. ' few of the uost

promising strains were tested in l-40th acre plots at the

agronomy farm in 1988 and in 1&29. Some of the ntore

promising strains have also been included in preliminary

trials at Columbus end Mays, Kansas and at a few

cooperating stations in adjacent states.

The usual nursery methods hove been used in the

agronomic studies of the selections of this cross. Kanrod

was used as the check throughout the experiment. Hard

Federation will not survive the winter ut Manhattan and

hence could not be included in the experiments. In all of

the comparisons between the Kanrod x Hard Federation

selections I nd Kanred, data for the Kanred checks are taken

from those plots which were grown in the seme section of the

nursery as the crosses.

The hybrid selections were first grown in plant rows

where habit of fyowth, lodging, earllnoss, awn type, kernel
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characters, etc., were observed, vroui the plant rows the

more promising selections were udvrnced to tho rod rows,

either single or triplicated, depending on the merits of the

strains and on the amount of seed end land available. The

selections which proved their vtlue In the single rod rows

and triplicate rod rows wore then tested In the replicated

rod row series, fte better selections were next tested In a

special or advanced section of the nursory where each strain

Is grown in five to ten distributed three-row plots. Only

about fifteen to twenty of the most promising now wheats on

hand are ordinarily included In this section of the nursery,

which slao Includes one or two standard varieties for

comparison. Sxperlence hM shown that these nursery tests

give a fairly reliable index of lnhoront yielding capacity.

The laboratories of the Milling Industry department

were used In malting the various quality tests. In noarly all

of the laboratory tests conducted, the approved methods of

the I nerlean seoclation of Cereal Chordsts were used.

Where modifications were made, mention of these is • iade in

the text.

Detailed agronomic dr.ta were recorded in bound note

books, which are on file In the Crop Improvement office of

the -gronomy Department. Data on milling and baiting
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experiments and quality test* are filed in the Billing In-

dustry Department.

KXPSRXMBRTaL HETULTS

Agronomic character*

Karliness. It was pointed out in the introduction that

earliness was one of the characters which it was desired to

obtain In this cross. The spring wheat parent. Hard Federa-

tion, ia early and it seemed quite probable that thla

character could be combined with the winderhardlness , yield-

ing capacity and good quality of Kanrsd. Of the 1,504 P^

lines grown in plant rows in the nursery In 192S, 310 were

distinctly earlier than the check rows of the Kanred parent.

The earliness of the Fs Kanred x Hard Federation

selections as compered with the Kanred checks is shown

graphically in Fig. 1. The peak in the curve at Kay 26

gives clear evidence that there are types among the Pg

selections that are distinctly earlier than the Knnred

parent. The nodal class for the selections is three days

earlier than the modal class for the Kanred parent.

Further proof of the advantage which the selections

have in earliness over the Kanred parent Is seen In Fig. 2.
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The average heading dates of the hybrid selections ror the

four year period ore all several days earlier thun Kanred.

These early types were favored In making selections for

continuing the study of the cross. Vhe spring typas which

segregated out and the less cold r'oslstant wintor types

either winter killed or wore discarded because of their

evident lack of winterhardlness.

'ihe average datos of full heading and ripening for the

selections of Kanred x Eh rd Federation and adjacent Kanrod

checks -rown in triplicated and replicated rod rows in the

nursery for the four year period 192G to 1929 are given in

Table II.

Table II. Average datos of full heading and ripening for
Kanred x Hard federation selections t.nd Kanred
checks, /gronoray nursery, Manhattan, Kansas,
1926 to 1929

Number
of strains

Date full
K. i 8. 1

head (nay)
Kanred

Date ripe
i. x.a. r.

£June)
Kanred

7
126

20
23

1926
26
27

15
15

17
16

32
34

21
20

1927
27
27

23
24

27
27

87
20

18
19

1928
27
26

23
24

28
28

21
53

23
24

1929
29
29

24
24

26
26

viragos 21 27 2ii 24
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The dates In the first lino for each year are for the

strains grown in the replicated rod rows and the dates in

the second line are from the triplicated rod rows.

The selections range from four to nine days earlier in

heading and fron one to five days earlier in ripening than

the Kanred parent. As an average for the four years the

hybrid selections are six days earlier in heading, and two

days earlier in ripening, than Kanred. The crosses have a

longer fruiting period than Kanred.

As previously mentioned, Hard Federation will not

survive the Manhattan winters. For this reason no data on

the earliness of the spring wheat parent are available.

;hile an enrly winter wheat is needed, a good standard

variety such as Kanred cannot be discarded until new

variety is produced which is equal to, or better than, the

standard, not only &s regards earliness but in respe ct to

Other important characters.

The Kanred x Hard Federation selections are earlier than

the Kanred parent. They are also earlier than BlacJchull,

which was grown as check in the nursery In 1988 and 1929,

and which is recognised as one of the earliest standard

varieties of hard, rod, winter wheat grown in Kansas.

The data on earliness i"rota the field plots given in the

following table do not show as much difference In heading
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dates In favor of the Kanred x nard Federation selections,

and show that the strains tested In plots ripened only

slightly earlier than Kanred.

Table HI. Average dates of heading and ripening of Kanred
x Hard Federation selections and Kanred grown In
plots at the Agronomy farm, Manhattan, Kansas,
1928-1929 .

number Date full head [Bay)
of strains K. x H.F. Kanred

Date ripe (June)
K. x H.F. Kenred

4
2

Averages

19

24
28

23

23

30
26

26

1988

1989

24

26
27

26

25

27
26

26

The data for 1928 are from single plots. The first

line of data for 1929 Is from single plots and the second

line from triplicate plots.

The differences in the dates of full heading of the

Kanred x Hard Federation selections are much more marked

than In the dates ripe. This is due, in pert at leaBt, to

the three days of hot drying winds which came at ripening

time, causing all varieties to ripen very rapidly.

iteferring to Table IV., it will be noticed that the

date ripe for one of the Kanred x Herd Federation selections,

Kans. #2627, grown in triplicate plots In 1929 is unusually
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Table If ' Agronomic data on Kanred x Hard federation

selections and Kanred checks, Agronomy Farm,
Manhattan, Kansas, 1928 and 1929

::::::: ::r::: n„|M>,,,,, ||, in |, : =r== = :

Date Breaking Grain Plump-'

full Date Average strength yield ness Test
Kansas head ripe lodging In lbs. Bu. per weight
number MAY JUNE per cent per straw per A. cent lbs.

l-40th acre single plots, 1938

2625 19 23 0.0 .778 48.0 # 62.0
2626 20 26 0.0 .756 47.0 59.3
2627 19 24 0.0 .811 54.4 61.8

Averages 19 24 0.0 .782 4<j.8 61.0

Kanred 23 25 10.0 .670 44.0

l-40th acre single plots, 1929

60.3

2650 21 24 1.3 .536 23.4 85 55.7
2648 23 25 23.3 .574 15.7 80 57.6
2651 24 25 22.0 .492 14.0 80 58.0
2649 28 27 36.3 .519 12.9 75 53.7

Averages 24 25 20.8 .530 16.5 80 56.3

Kanred 30 27 44.0 .488 13.7 50 51.1

2627 24

l-40th acre triplicated plots. 1929

58.028 1.7 .624 26.4 82
2625 25 25 19.2 .572 17.3 83 57.3

Averages 25 27 10.5 .598 21.9 83 57.7

Kanred 26 26 9.3 .504 14.8 49 51.2

# No notes taken, planted late, single plots. Hot com-
parable

.

i
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late as eonpayed with the other selections. The date of

ripening of tills strain was recorded as June 28 in all three

plots. It may be that this strain is one of the later

maturing types. However, two years testing may not furnish

sufficient evidence for discarding this selection on the

basis of date of ripening.

Since these hybrid selections have been under trial in

plots at the agronomy farm, Ka-isas /£,G50 has been found to

be segregating for earliness and height of plant. Ko-

•alections have been made from this hybrid population which

are being grown In the nursery in an attempt to isolate the

typos which are early and which seem to be well adapted to

Kansas conditions.

The first bulking was done after the fourth hybrid

generation; i. e., some of the aoro promising ^
R lines were

grown as bulk selections in single rod rows. This jaay

account for the segregation for earliness observed in the

plots of Kansas #8,650. tiost plant breeders now think that

no bulking should be done until after the fifth and

preferably the sixth generation, ijcperience has shown that

In many cases segregation Is still taking place even as late

as the fifth or sixth generation. This is especially true

where "size characters" such as earliness, height of plant,
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wlnterhardineas, and othor agronomic characters of economic

Importance are Involved.

The data and observations on earllneas show that sore

of the Kanred x Hard Federation selections are earlier

maturing than the Kanred parent. This is shown very clearly

in Fig. 1 for the dates of full heading in the Fs generation

and is also very evident in subsequent generations, see

Fig. 2.

Cold resistance . One of the prime requisites of a

winter wheat is that it be wlnterhardy enough to be safely

grown in the region for which it is intended. The year*

which test the winterhardiness or cold resistance of wheat

varieties are irregular in occurrence and in some regions

cone only at rare intervals. Thus at iSanhattan, no reliable

data on winterkilling of hard, red, winter wheats have been

obtained since the winter of 1916-1917. For this reason

artificial freezing trials have been resorted to as a means

of measuring resistance to low temperatures. Freezing

trials carried on in the greenhouse at Manhattan since 1926

have shown that varieties exposed to low temperatures in the

refrigeration machine rank themselves in about the same
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order as In field experiments carried on over a period of

years.

In the Pj, generation of this cross raany of the

selections were discarded because of their low degree of

cold resistance. Some clear-cut differences In cold

resistance are shown In Plates I and II. 'i'he photographs

gfeM evidence of a wide range of hardiness frora non-hardy

segregates to those as winterhardy as Kanrod, the winter

parent

.

Data on the freezing Injury of the hybrid selections,

when tested for cold resistance by artificial freezing

methods, are presented in Tables, V, VI and VII.

Table Vj_ Freezing trials of Kanred x Hard Federation
selections and. Kanred, ..r^ronotny fp*eenhouse,
Manhattan, Kansas, 1927-1928.

Kansas "o. of vcrage freezing .telative injury,
nuaber tests injury, all tests Kanred z 100/i

253123* 28 72.7 90.6
8626 32 77.3 97.6
2625 29 71.8 97.8
2648 27 73.9 100.0
2049 26 84.3 105.8
254976* 10 97.4 99.7
243181:- 9 96.3 100.1
25508O.:- 6 96.5 100.5
2627 10 90.0 106.1
25499a-: 9 93.8 110.6

Kanred 95 72.7 100
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j able Vl± Freezing t.-ials of Eanrod x Hard Federation
selections And Kanred, .gronomy greenhouse.
Manhattan, Kansas, 19:j8-1929.

MMM
numbor

Ilumber
of tests

Average Increase over Kanred In
freezing Injury, per cent

2G25
2051
2648
2650
2627
2649

7
9
I

10
12
8

5
6
7

10
12
13

Table VII. Freezing trials of Kanred x Hard Federation
seleetiona and iurered, plants talcen frou variety
plots and frozen in pots, ..gronoj^y greenhouse,
Manhattan, Kansas, fearch and . pril, 1929.

Kansas
number

2'J27

2625
2648
2050
2649

Kanred

vera.^e froesing injury
.arly Farch Late "arch jiarly '

jjrlT" ~"11 teats

83
87
87
88
92

83

80
75

72

72

68

78
81
87
88
92

74

tu all of these freezing trials, temperatures of from

6 tc 14 degrees F for 12 hour periods were used. The

temperatures used in the different experiments depended

somewhat on the greenhouse temperatures to which the plants

had been subjected previous to freezing. These averag»a

represent large enough numbers of plants to be fairly
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dependable.

Hard Federation, c. I. 473B, the spring parent, when

subjected to artificial freezing proved to be very sus-

ceptible to cold injury. The data were secured under con-

ditions which were different from those for Kanred and the

hybrid selections, hence no direct comparisons Rre possible.

lie there is not complete agreement as to the com-

parative cold resistance of Kanred and the hybrids in the

different tests, It Is evident that some of the hybrid

selections which have been continued in the nursery rnd In

plots at the farm are practically as cold resistant as Kan-

rod. *:ost of these hybrid llnee are probably not as htrdy

as Kanred. Only one of the segregates, i election /'25S12S,

gave any evldenoe of having a significantly greater degree

of cold resistance than Kanred.

stiffness of £j£aw. The coming of the combine has

accentuated the need of a stlff-strawed rhcat. Ho easily

recognized morphological differences have been found in

the structure of the straw which ore related to strength

of straw. A method has recently been devised for ceasur-

ing the differences of strength in straw. This method is

the Salmon straw breaking machine which was devised by

Frofessor s. C. Salmon In 1926 and perfected In 1927.
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The machine measures the mmber of pounds required to break

a given number of straws. The breaking strength as deter-

mined by this machine is correlated with field lodging

notes, see Fig. 3.

The data on lodging of Kanred x Hard Federation and

Kanred gro m in the nursery are presented in the following

table:

Table VIII. Lodging of Eanred x Ifard Federation selections
and of Kanred, Agronomy nursery, Manhattan,
Kansas, 1926 to 19»9.

Huraery Dumber of
strains

Per cent lodged

K. x n. P. Kanred

1927

Replicate
Triplicate

32
34

1928

60
8

77
54

iteplicate
Triplicate

27
20

1929

22
18

49
28

Replicate
Triplicate

21
. 53

72
40

87
56

Averages 37 59

There was very little lodging In the dry season of 1926

and no lodging notes were taken.

There Is a significant difference In the average lodging

percentages of the Kanred x Hard Federation selectlo-s and
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the Kanred parent, which are 37 and 59, respectively. Vhe

differences In lodging are believed to be well beyond the

limits of experimental error.

special study of the stiffness of straw of Kanred and

the Kanrcd x Hard Federation crosses was made In the lodging

nursery In 1928 and 1029. Studies were made of the effects

of applications of sodiua nitrate aai barnyard manure on

yield, test weight, plumpness of kernels and protein

content.

Sodium nitrate was applied at the rate of 150 pounds

per acre. Nitrate applications were mode on two different

dates in the spring of eoch year, one In . pril and one in

Hay. The manured plots received a liberal application of

barnyard manure, early in the spring.

The lodging data 3 cured from the lodging nursery are

g*fc*P i&+hiCaHBfiiat4xe &&&Pcas of straw of Kanred x Hard
Federation^ end Kanred, lodging nursery, Manhattan,
Kansas, 1928-1929.

number of Lodging per cent
selections -litrate tfnnanured Manured

1928
K. x H.P. 12 * 12
Ksnred * 42

1929
K. x *»» 8 42 20 CI
Kanred 45 20 7f>

» Ho notes taken.



There la a significant difference In the lodging of the

Manred x Hard Federation selections and the Kanred parent

grown In manured ground in 1988. Yhe data secured In 1989

are not very reliable as the whole nursery was aliaost

completely lodged on two different occasions by severe wind

and rain storms between heading and ripening. Before the

storms cnrae, the wheats in the nitrated plots were beginning

to lean more than those In the unnltrated plots. This would

be expected due to the slltfitly raakor growth of the plants

In the nitrated plots. On the manured ground, the crosses

lodged less than Kanred.

The data secured on lodging at the /.gronomy farm are

given In the following table:

Table Xj, Comparative lodging of Konrod x .ard Federation
selections and Sanred, in plots at the / pronociy
farm, n-anhattan, Kansas, 1928-1929.

wber of Lodging per cent
strains k. x <i.V.

V
7ilrnrcd

1988
Single plots 3 10

1989
•Single plots 4 10 93
' rl -lleate plots 8 80.7 44*0

—vora'-es 10.8 ia.i
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''ho tests In the farm plots show that the Kanred x

Hard Federation selections were less lod",od, on the average,

than Kanred, as seen in Vable X. 'i/he figures given in the

table ore averages of readings taken on several different

dates, and in the case of the triplicate plots, of three

plots of oach strain. The lodging porcentr.ges given for the

two strains grown in triplicate plots for 1929 should be

fairly reliable because they represont an average of twelve

readings for each strain, four different dates and three

plots of each.

The differences in strength of straw of the crosses and

Kanred are very apparent wnen Treasured with the Salraon

apparatus. Some rather limited data on breaking strengtn

are piesented in Table XI and shown graphically in Fig. 3.

Vable XI,. Breaking strength of straw of Kanred x Hard
federation selections and Kanred grown at the
r?'onomy ferm, Manhattan, Kansas, 1928-1929.

Number Breaking
of strains K. x :'.?.

strength in
Selections

pounds

Single plots 5
192S

.782 .070

Single plots
Triplicate plots

4
2

1929
.598
.530

.604

.488

verages .637 .554
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The figures given for breaking strength of straw in

Table XI., arc on the basis of the pounds required to break

a single straw. Ten trials with five straws to the trial

3lve the average breaking strength in pounds. I study of

the two tables, Tables X. and XI., shows a good agreement

between the observations on lodging in the field and the

number of pounds required to break a straw. Kt>nred lodged

more than the Kanred x Hard Federation selections in the

plots and required fewer pounds to break the Btraw.

The lodging notes taken in the Agronomy nursery and In

the plots at the Agronomy farm, together with the data on

the breaking strength of the straw, demonstrate quite clear-

ly that the Kanred x Hard Federation selections ere strong-

er strewed than Kanred.

Yield . The two characters, earliness and stiff straw,

which constituted the major objective In making this cross,

have been discussed In preceding paragraphs. Yield repre-

sents the combined effects of earliness, stiffness of straw,

and other ancillary characters. Yield data from repeated

rod row tests are F.vailable for four years, 1926 to 1929.

A comparison of the yields of Kanred x Hard Federation

selections with the average of the Kanred parent grown in
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adjacent checks Is riven In Table XII. The two yields

narked (c) ore very high, due In part at least, to the fret

thet they were grown adjacent to rows which were very low In

yield; i. e., due to the effect* of competition or

Interference.

The Kanred x riard Federation selections have a striking

advantage over the Kanred parent In yield, Thoro are only

e few cases, and these are all In the season of 192G, in

which Kanred has outyielded any of the individual hybrid

selections. In several of these instances the tests are not

strictly comparable; 1. e. , the lower yielding hybrid was

grown only In a single row or in triplicate rod rows while

the yields reported for Kanred are from replicated rod rows.

The data In Table XII include all the yield data on the

21 hybrid selections grown in replicated rod rows In 1929

for the years as far back as these selections hrve been grown

in repeated rod rows. Seven of these strains were tested

only in single rod rows in 19SG.

The three year average yields may bo more signifleant

than the four year overages because they are from nore nearly

comparable tests; 1. e., no single row plantings were used

after 1926.

11 of tho Kanrod x 'ard Federation selections yield
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Table xn _. Yields of Kanred x Hard Federation selections.
Agronomy Wursery , Manhattan, Kansas, 1926-1929

So lection
number

Kansas
number

1926 1927

Bushels

1928 192G

xi r acre

1 V-:7'f, C 8

4-yr. 3-yr. 2-yr.

254676 2660 54.4a 58.7b 61.8 58.9 43.5 53.1 50.4
254892 2649 30.5 71.1c 59.0 25.0 48,4 51.7 42.0
245181 A 41.1a 49.1 58.6 35.0 45.4 M«t 45.8
254524 2651 51.7b 55.4b 61.6 29.7 44.1 4H.2 45.7
254624 A 52.5 55.4 54.6 35.0 43.9 47.7 43.8
254509 2648 55.6a 55.1 58.3 25.3 43.1 46.2 41.9
254990 40.8b 43.0 56.6 30.4 42.7 43,3 43.5
254981 2625 38.5b 57,6 58.5 51.7 41.6 42.6 45.1
245056 37.8 54.2 59.0 52.4 40.9 41.9 45.7
2546S4 36.2a SI.Ob 62.6b 32.8 40.7 42.1 47.7
254898 30.2 PI.

5

68.1c 30,6 40.1 43.3 49.4
254581 2626 40.6a 57.1 57.4 22.7 : .0 39.1 40.1
255007 29.1b 44,5 57.1 26.9 39.4 42.8 42.0
254890 52.6b 28.1 60.5 22.9 38.0 37.2 41.7
255085 25.4a 29 .4b 61.2 56.9 37.7 42.5 49.1
254976 21.4a 43.7b 60.0 24.3 37.4 42.7 42.2
254887 A 24.4 37.6 56.4 28.7 36.8 40.9 42.6
245518 50.7 26.7 56.7 22.7 54.2 35.4 39.7
245571 28.2 24.1 57.1 26.0 35.9 35.7 41.6
Averages 32.5 41. G 59.2 29.2 40.9 43.3 44.2
Kanred checks 56.9 14.7 55.7 16.2 30.4 28.2 35.0
Difference:! 4.4 25.9 5. 5 13.0 10.5 15.1 9.2
0^M!•———•••. •«.»««••*•• *.*•..* 7-..II - .•.•.....wm^tm^mm mmmm^mm

**—

—

~™

A. Awnlees selections.
a, ::. Ingle rod row •

b. Three distributed single rod rows.
c. High yield probably due to low yield of adjacent row.
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more t"ian the :ainred parent on the basts of four, 1. r>ee and

tiro year overages. In the upper half of the table oil of

the average yields of these cro.".3e3 are above 40 bushels per

acre.

The hybrid lines to which Kans;ts numbers have boen

assigned have boen tested at the .gronotcy farm for one or

more -ears. Their pos'.tion in the upper portion of the

table is significant snd indicates that some of the higher

yielding lines were selected on r.he basis of preliminary

nursery yield trials for testing in plots.
,

) summary of the yield data secured in the nursory

tests is given in the following table:

Table XIII. Yields of ianred x aard Federation selections
and Kanred, IMNJ nursery, Manhattan,
Kansas. 1986 to 1980.

Year Uursery fiunber of Busiiols per acre
strains ":. x n.P. .j.avu !.'if .

S6.8
3U.7
34.7 6.1

14.7
12.0
13.3 21.1

53.7
59.5
56. G .3

16.2
23.5
19.8 1.2

31.2 3 .8

1926 <eplicato 7
Triplicate 120

veruges

30.3
e .o
28.6

1927 Heplioate 32
Triplicate 34

51.3
37.4

verages 34.4

1928 ;<epllcate a7
i. iv. plicate 20

voroges

vflfl 6
.

56.5

1929 Keplieate 21
triplicate 53

14.9
27.0

verages ul.o

v at D ;;.' 35.0
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.3 an avertigo of the triplicate and replicate rod rows

for the four yetirs, the crosses have on advantage of 5.8

bushels par acre over iZanred.

The Kmred x Hard Federation select" ons have o decided

advantage over Eanred in 1927 and a sll#it advantage in 1929.

In 1928 the crosses and Kanrcd <nade almost ha eaoe yields,

while in 1926 Kanrcd outyieldod the bytnriM selections. The

average yield of tho crosses for the four year period is

55.0 and for Ksnred 31.2 bushels.

Using another method of averaging tho yields, namely

averaging replicate rod row yields and triplicate rod row

yields separately for the four year period, and co paring

these averages, the Kanred x Hard Federation selections

still v,ave the advantage. The hybrid selections In

replicate rod rows yielded 53.3 bushels and Kanrert 50.4.

In triplicate rod rows the crosses average* 36.8, while Kan-

red averaged only 51.9 bushels.

1 study of the average probable errors of tho means

may be of value In indicating the confidence which may be

plaeed In the averages. Those average probable errors

are given in the following table:
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Table XIV. , verage probable errors of the mean yields,
Kanred x Hard Federation selections and Kanred
checks, agronomy nursery, Manhattan, Kansas,
1920 to 19K9.

liursory Buaiber of Torage -probable error of the mean
strains K. x H.P. genu 1

rieplicote
Triplicate

Replicate
Triplicate

Keplloate
Triplicate

.-loplicate
Triplicate

..verages

7
126

32
34

27
20

21
53

Kopllcate
Vrl plicate

1920
1.71
2.17

1927
2.17
2.58

1928
1.63
1.67

1929
1.36
2.13

1.72
2.14

3.00
2.57

2.52
LOG

0.99
3.28

0.74
1.30

1.81
2.05

In addition to the yields obtained In the regular

nursery some Interesting data were obtained In a special

lodging nursery planted on low ground and treated with

fertilizers.

xhe yields obtained in the lodging nursery are some-

what contrary to expectations due to the fact that the

unmanured and unnltrated plots outylelded the manured and

nitrated plots by substantial iaarglns In both seasons. In

contrast to the results obtained In i he regular nursery the
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Kanred eheoljs outyieldod the hybrid selections In all but

one comparison.

Table XV. Yields of Kanred x Hard Federation and Kanred,
lodging nursery, Manhattan, Kansas, 1928-1929.

itober
of

strains

Yield

Nitrate

In bushels por
Hi i!o

nitre.te r\anure

acre

ihnure veragos

K. X H.P.
Kanred*

K. X H.F.
uanred

* 12

8

58.3
85.8

14.0
15.3

1928
77.2
11 :.o

1929
16.3
21. i

49.5
57.9

16.S
21.1

48.9
53.4

21.6
17. G

58.5
78.3

17.1
18.8

rows spaced two feet apart.

Mo explanation can be given for this reversal of order

of yield of Kanred and the hybrid selections.

The yield data obtained frou plots grown at the . Tonoay

farm, furnished through the courtesy of i'rofossor S. C.

Salmon, demonstrate significant differences In yielding

ability between the Kanred x iaratlon selections and

the Kanred parent. These data are presented in Table XVI.
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Table XVI. Yields of Kanred x Herd Federation selections
and Kanred, Agronomy farm, Manhattan, Kansas,
1928-1929.

number of Yield, bushels per acre"
strains E . x H .F . Kanred

1928

Single plots 8 40.8 44.8

1929

Single plots 4 16.5 15.7
Triplicate plots 2 21.9 14.8

Averages 29.5 24.1

The selections grown In plots have a significant ad-

vantage In average yield over the Kanred checks. This Is

In agreement with the data secured In the nurBery. The

five-bushel difference In favor of the hybrid selections,

as an average for the two years, Is certainly large enough

to suggest that the earllneaa and stiff straw of those

hybrid selections are contributing factors enabling them to

yield more than the Kanred parent. probably these crosses

also have favorable combinations of growth factors or in-

herent factors for vigor and yield.

Since it is desirable to know something of the

geographic range of xdaptablllty of new wheat varieties

some of the more promising hybrid lines have been tested in

a preliminary way at a few cooperating stations. The data
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from other stations are rather Halted end R"c irj no means

conclusive but ln*lc#to something of the possible adaptation

of these hybrid selections In regions differing from the

anhattan environment In which they uorc selected*

More of these hyorld selections have been tested In the

winter wheat nursery at the Hays branch station and for a

longer period of tlae than at any other station, '.•'he

following data wore furnished by r. . '. "wanson. of Ml
Hays station:

Table XVII« Holds of Kmrmt x iiard Federation selections
and Kanred, In the nursery, Hays, Kansas, 1927
to 1029.

Year ttobcr ofUEibcr of Yield, oushols per acre
strains 2. x ".y. anr* [

1927 1 1 :.o 20.9
1928 17 41.9 43.7
1929 18 53.0 29.2

vera flcs 50.3 51.3

m addition to the yields reported from the rod rows,

a single plot of selection #254680 (Kansas #2627) was grown

in 1929. This selection yiolded 20. 7 bushels per acre as

compared with 22.5 bushels for the adjacent Kanred check

which was nost nearly comparable.

M.hose data from the Hays station suggest that Kanred

may be better adapted to the Hays region than tho particular
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Xanred x "ard Federation selections wh'ch were tested tli^re

In 1027, 1328 and 1929. i'he hybrid selections yielded nore

then Kanred in 1929, both in the nursery ;.nd in tJie single

plot. Vhis can probably be accounted for by the fact that

the Kanred x i.&rd Federation selections arc earlier than

Ksnrod and wore past the critical part of the fruiting

period before the coulng of the hot winds, Uv. Swaneon is

of the opinion that had it not been for the hot winds coming

just when they did, the Kanred would have outylelded the

selections in 1929, as wes the case in 1927 .and 1928.

Goae of the selections in the rod-row nursery out-

yielded the Kanred parent both in 1928 and in 1929. Vihile

these prolininary yield trials and observations at Mpa are

not especially favorable for the crosses, it is probable

that selections of KejMMt x ;^rd Fedsration are on isind ut

Hays or Kanhattan which will outyield Kanred in Mu Kays

region, due primarily to their e^rliness and consequent

ability to escape damage frou iiot winds ana drought.

few of the Kanred x Hard Federation selections were

grown in the soft, red, winter wheat nursery at Columbus, in

southeastern Kansas, in 1928 and 1929. vorage yields of the

crosses and of the Paired parent grown as checks are ?#ven in

the following table:
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Table XVIII. fields of Kanred x Hard Federation selections

and Kanred, in the nursery, Columbus, Kansas,

1928-1929.

Number of Ylold. bushels per acre

strains -'- * n.^ Kanred

1928
Triplicate 10 28.8 27 « 4*

1929
Triplicate 5 3.7 4.4

uepllcate 4 *#•

_veruges_ 15.4 12.1

Yield of Mnred from replicated rod rows in the sane

nursery.

No Kanred was planted in the triplicated rod row test

in 1928, hence no direct comparison with the crosses is

possible. They may, however, be compared with the average

of two adjacent Fulcuster checks which yielded 27.7 bushels.

Vuleastcr is n standard besrdod variety of soft, red, winter

wheat grown in southeastern Kansas. The hybrid selections

grown in replicated rod vows In 1929 yielded slightly more

than Kanred. The low yields were due primarily to an

abnormally late, wet spring.

The number of tests i\t Columbus has not been large

enough to justify any definite conclusions as to the

adaptation of these crossos in southeastern &insas. This

Is especially true since most of tho data wore obtained in
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1929 when abnormal weather conditions prevailed.

Two cooperating stations in adjacent states grew a few

of the hybrid selections in rod row tests in 1929. Yields

of the crosses and oomparable Kanred checks are given in

the following table

:

Table XIX. yields of Kanred x Hard Federation selections
and Kcnred at Stillwater, Oklahoma, and North
llatte, Nebraska, 1929.

Itumber of Yield, bushels per acre
strains K> x H<Fj Kanred

Horth Platte, Kebraska 11 18.2 18.7
Stillwater, Oklahoma 10 7.2 9.2

The yields of the crosses ere one-half bushel less than

Kanred at Worth Platte and two bushels less at Stillwater.

Giving the results secured in the more extensive and

longer continued tests in the nursery and in plots at

.'Manhattan, the greater weight, which they deserve, it is

clearly shown that the hybrid selections have given a

greater yield, on the average, than the Kanred parent. The

earllness and stiff straw of these hybrid linos are prob-

ably the major factors contributing to their higher yields.

Under some conditions Kanred has outyielded the hybrid

selections. This is to be expected.



Tea t weight . Farmers, grain dealers and millers are

agreed that high test weight In wheat Is a very desirable

character. Test weight la an Important factor In deter-

mining the grade of wheat and is positively correlated with

flour yield. In producing a new wheat, test weight Is one

of the characters which oust be given consideration by the

plant breeder.

The data on test weight which have been obtained from

1926 to 1929 in the nursery are presented In the following

tablet

Table XX. Test weights, Kunred x Hard Federation selec-
tions and Konred checks, Agronomy nursery,
lanhattan, Kansas, 1926 to 1929.

Number of
strains

Test weight. pounds

K. x H. P. Kanred

1926

Replicate rows
Triplicate rows

7
126

1927

56.2
54.8

56.4
55.4

Replicate rows
Triplicate rows

52
51

1928

56.7
56.5

*
50.8

riepllcato rows
Triplicate rows

27
20

1929

60.5
60.4

59.2
59.5

Replicate rows
Triplicate rows

21
51

54.0
55.5

51.9
51.9

Averages 56.8 55 .0

• Hot enough grain for test.
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The test weight In common with yield and many other

characters varies v;lth seasonal conditions. The Kanred x

Bard Federation selections have a test weight 1.8 pounds

heavier than Kanred, as an average of the four-year period.

The data on test weight of the crosses and of Kanred

grown at the Agronomy farm are given In the following table;

Table XXI. rest weights, Kanred x Hard Federation selec-
tions and Kanred checks, grown In plots.
Agronomy farm, Manhattan, Kansas, 1928-1929,

Humber of Test eight, pounds
strains

K< x R> p< Kanred

1928

Single plots S 61.0 60.5

1929

Single plots 4 56.3 51.1
Triplicate plots 2 57.7 51.2

Averages 58.3 54.2

The hybrid selections have higher test weights In

every comparison, and have an average test weight 4.1 pounds

heavier than Kanred.

Plumpness of Kernels , -i comparison between the Ksnred

x Herd Federation selections and the Kanred j^rent as to

plumpness of kernels has been nade each year since the F_

generation. 9y selecting plump, hard, vitreous kernels It
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was expected that it would be possible to isolate the best

quality segregates from the hybrid population*

The data on kernel plumpness obtained in the nursery

and on samples grown in plots at the Agronomy farm, indi-

cate that measurable progress has been made by continued

selection over a period of years, of the better individuals

and lines within a heterozygous population.

The graphs of kernel plumpness for the P., P4 and F5

generations of the cross. Figs. 4, 5 and 6, show clearly

that progress has been made. In the F_ generation. Fig. 4,

the Kanred checks produced plumper kernels then the hybrid

selections. In F^, Fig. 5, a marked improvement is notod

for the crosses, which produced plumper kernels than the

Kanred parent. The fifth generation, as shown in Fig. 6,

shows a further Improvement in kernel plumpness over the

Kanred parent.

Further evidence of the efficacy of selection is

provided by the smoothing out of the curve for kernel plump-

ness in the leter generations. The curve for the F5 gener-

ation. Fig. 4, is plainly bl-modal. The curve for the F.

generation. Fig. 5, is less distinctly so, but still shows
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some tendency for bl-™odallty. Vhe curve for the fifth

generation approaches the normal curve and cler.rly

Indicates the progress that has been made by continued

selection of the best lines.

In the fourth generation a comparison was made of the

kernel plumpness of bearded end awnless segregates. This

comparison is shown nyaphically in Fig. 5. The bearded

selections produced silently plumper kernels than the awn-

less selections, the average percentages being 56.1 and

55.5, respectively. In the third generation the average

Icernel plumpness for the bearded and avmleus serrregates was

53.9 »nd 47.6 per cent, respectively. These differences are

not ns great as have boen observed in some varietal

comparisons and in certain other crosses, but are in the

some di'-ection as in other comparisons of boarded and

beardless segregates of other crosses tested at the Kansas

station.

airing the first five or six generations following the

cross it would bo expected that oontir.ued improvement could

be made in kernel plumpness by selecting the plants and lines

with the plumpest kernels. ,, study of Table XXII, giving

the average kernel plumpness for the four years, 1926 to

1929, furnishes definite proof that such Improvement has

been made in handling this hybrid material. See Pigi 7.
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Teble XJCII. Kernel plirnimess of Ys nrcd x Hard federation
selections i nd Kanred checks grown in rod rows.
T?onomy nursery, Manhattan, Kansas, MM to

19-^9.

Number of ..,rncl pluniinesa, p x- cent

1926
Replicate 7 81 85
Triplicate 126

1927

71 76

Keolicate 32 80 69

triplicate 34

1928

81 68

Replicate 27 86 30
Triplicate 20

1929

86 85

Replicate 21 82 63

Triplicate 53 79 63

vera^es 81 74

The average difference in plumpness oet-.een UM crosses

and the Knnred checks is seven per cent, "his difference la

believed to be significant.

Data on plumpness of kernels In eamples frora the plots

grown at the < gronomy farm are .^iven in 12»e following table:
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'iable XKIII. Kernel plumpness, Kanred x Hard Federation
selections and Kanred, ,,,-rronciny farm,
Kanhattan, Kansas, 1929.

Number of Kernel plumpness, par cent
strains S« x ii.F. TCanred

Single plots 4 80 50
Triplicated -lots S 83 49

: verrr'a 82 50

These data show that the X&nred x Hard Federation

selections hove o significant and decidod advantage In

kernel plumpness over Kanred. M lease part of this

difference is probably due to the advantage the selections

have in earliness. The selections were past the oritioal

stage of their fruiting period when the three day period of

hot winds came, while Kanred was not, and consequently

suffered a loss In plumpnesa of kernels.

Some of the hybrid selections were planted at the

agronomy farm in 1928 but due to the fact that they were

planted later than the other varieties they were considered

not conparable and no plumpness notes were ta.:en.

'lhe differences between Kanred and the crosses In

kernel plumpness so far discussed have been definite and

clear cut. ?he plumpness notes taken In the special lodging
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nursery, however, show only slight and not very consistent

differences between Kanred and the hybrids.

The data secured cm kernel plumpness in the special

lodging nursery in 1928 and 1929 are presented In the

following table:

Table XXIV. Kernel plumpness, Kanred x Hard Federation
selections and Kanred, lodging nursory,
Manhnttan, Kansas, 1928-1929.

Humber
of Ho nitrate

strains titrated iio manure Manured vura^es

1928
K. x H. P. 12 H 88 88 87
Kanred 86 87 90 87

1929
K. x H. F. 8 7G 79 69 75
Kanred 78 83 43 68

In 1029, some lodged and erect plants were harvested

separately fron the manured series. The lodged hybrids

produced kernels which were 48 per cent plump, and Kanred 28

per cent. There was no difference between the kernel

plumpness of the erect plants of the hybrid selections and

of Kanred.

There is no significant difference between the hybrid

selections and .Canred in 19-J8. In 1929 Kanred produced

slightly plumper kernels except in the manured plots, where



the hybrids had a decided advantage.

summary of Agronomic Characters . The Knored x Bard

Federation selections have been shown to be superior to

Kanred In every character studied except cold resistance;

I.e., In earliness, stiffness of straw, yield, plumpness

of kernels and test weight. The yields of the crosses

were relatively higher at Manhattan than at some of the

cooperating stations where they were tested. Selections

could probably be nade from the hybrid lines on hand which

would be well adapted to theae other regions.

Quality Factors

: tiling, baking and chemical determinations for some

of the hybrid strains and the parents were made by the

Department of Killing Industry. The data are offered In

Tables XXV., XXVI., XXVII., XXVIII. and XXIX.

Flour Yield . Test weight and plumpness, two measures

of kernel characters directly related to flour yield, have

been discussed, it has been shown that the Kanred x Hard

Federation selections arc; superior to Kanred In test weight

and kernel plumpness.

The data presented In Table XXV. on the flour yield and
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other quality fectors of the parents show that the saiaples

of kanred fjrown at hays and Colby In 1928 and 1929 produced

higher flour yie Ids but lower loaf volunos vmi texture scores.

than Hard Federation. The data are li'iited and possibly not

very slp?ilficant because of 1 he fact that Uurd Federation is

a hard, white, sprlnR wheat grown under conditions to which

It is not very well adopted, while Kanred Is a hard, red,

winter wheat grovm In a ro 'Ion to which It Is very woll

adapted and for which It was bred.

Vhe data on flour yield of siwylss milled from the

nursery and furm plots In 1928 nnd 1929 are summarized in

the following table:

Table XXX. Flour yield, Kanred x Hard Federation selections
end Kanred, nursery end farm ylots, rianhettan,
Kanscs, 19:8-1929.

Number of
strains

Flour yield. per cent
K. x ' . ¥m K; fired

Nursery
Farm plots

17
3

19S8
66.9 G7.2

70.0

Nursery
Farm plots

29
2

1929
66.6
70.3

62.0
66.0

cranes 08.4 60.3

The hybrid selections have two per cent advantage

over Kanred In average flour yield, which probably Is
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significant. These results are In complete agreement with

the data on teat weight and plumpness given in Tables XX.,

XXI., XXII., and XXIII. The selections excel Ktnred in

these characters and would therefore be expected to have a

higher flour yield than Kanred.

K re detailed data on flour yield and othi.r quality

factors of Kanred and the crosses are presented in Tables

XXVI., XXVII., XXVIII. and XXIX.

Protein Content . The protein test is now regarded by

many investigators f-nd members of the grain and milling

trades as the best rapid, available method for determining

quantitatively the baking quality of wheat. The protein

test affords an acceptable yardstick for the measurement

of quantity of gluten but does not indicate the quality of

the gluten.

Limited protein data on the parents are given in Table

XXV. Kanred is high in one comparison, Hard Federation Is

high in one, and they are the same in the third.

Protein determinations have been made on the Kanred x

Hard Federation crosses only since 1927. These data are

summarised in Table XXXI.
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Table XXXI. Protein percentages, Kenred x Hard Federation
selections and Kanred, Agronomy nursery,
ranhattan, Kansas, 1927 to 1929.

number of
strains

protein percentages

K. x h.F. Kanred

1927

hepllcate rows
Triplicate rows

27
87

1928

14.0
13.9

15.5
15.8

Hepllcate rows
Triplicate rows

18

1929

13.5
13.5

15.3
14.0

Replicate rows
Triplicate rows

81
38

14.9
14.9

16.2
14.6

Averages 14.1 15.2

There Is a significant difference In the protein con-

tent of Kanred and the crosses, the latter being about one

per cent lower In protein content than Kanred. since plump-

ness of kernels or test weight and protein content are known

to be negatively correlated, this difference would be ex-

pected, since the selections have an advantage over Kanred

In plumpness of kernels.

Sewell and Swanson, (18), found that where the nit-

rate content of the soil Is Increased by tillage method*.
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the protein content of the wheat will be correspondingly

increased.

Gericke, ( 10 ), considers that varietal individuality-

Is an important factor in the efficient use of fertilizers.

He found that Increasing the nitrates in the soil increased

the protein content of the wheat but that there ore some

exceptions due to varietal individuality.

The observations liiade in the lodging nursery are in

agreement with work cited, as can be seen in Tables XXXII,

XXXIII and XXXIV.

Table XXXII. i-Totein percentages of Knnred x Rard Federation
selections > nd fenred; lodging nursery,
Manhattan, KanaaB, 1928.

Selection Nitrated No Manured Ho
nuuber plot nitrate dot nanuro

254892 13.80 13.15 13.40 13.00
254589 13.10 12.95 13.50 14.20
254676 14.90 14.40 14.40 13.90
255108 l.i.20 14.15 14.40 13.10
245181 15.05 13.40 13.85 13.05
254624 1S.65 14.05 12.90 12.90

/.V :, (-, S
borages 14.62 13.08 13.74 13.36 13.85

ifenred 14.05 13.25 15.50 13.90 14.17
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Table XXXIII. rroteln percentage > of Kanred x Hard
Federation sclec tons and Kanred, lodging
nursery, '- nniii: ttan , Kansas, 1929.

Selection nitrated Ho nitrate Manured
nuaber plot no nanure

;jlot

MMM 12.75 12.78 16.m
254R76 15.70 13.20 15.11
243181 14.78 14.38 16.28
254(524 14.03 13.30 15.75
BMftM 13.03 12.83 1 .65
254529 12.80 12.53 15.26
254981 14.38 14.13 1 .35
254628 13.93 13.33 15.22

vorages 13.68 13.31 15.91

Xanred 14.20 13.00 18.19

Table XXXIV. !-roteln per•entBges of Kanred x iiard

Federation selections and Kanred, lodged and
erect plants, lodging nursery, Henh/ittnn,
Kansas, 19H9.

Selection
nu ibcr

nurod ground
:vect _plants

254524 14.78 18.58
254676 15.18 15.05
243131 16.38 10.18
254624 15.93 15.58
254892 14.95 18.35
254529 14.03 10.50
254981 16.05 16.
254028 15.15 15.30

. verages 15.31 16.52

Kanred 10.43 19.95
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The wheats grown on the nitrated lots hud a higher

percentage of protein than those .~rown on the untreated

plots, "he protein studies taade in the lodging nursery

agree with those made In the regular nursery and show that

Kanrod haw a higher average protein content than the hybrid

selections. \-.'hl3 difference between Kanred and the crosses

is In agreement with tho conclusion of Gorlcke (10) as to

the existance of varietal response to varying fertility and

other environmental factors.

The protein content of the tndlvlduul hybrid selections

varies considerably oven within one season as shown in

Tables XXXII and XXXIII. Thus, in 1988 on the untreated

plots, they varied from 12.9 to 14.4 pur cent and In 1929,

from 12. o to 14.4 per cent.

In 1929 a study wno made of the protein content of the

grain of lodged and erect plants on tho manured ground,

Table XXXIV. These Map&MI were taken at harvest time by

securing enough lodged und erect plants to get a sample of

each strain for prote'n determination in euch of the two

manured scries.

s would bo expected frora the well known fact that

lodgod wheat produces shrunken grain and that such

shrivelled nrain is usually high In protein, the snowies
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from lodged plants had a higher average protein content

than the aamplea from the erect plants.

There is less difference in protein content of lodged

and erect plants of the hybrid selections than of tarred.

This is to be expected, since the hybrid selections were

less seriously lodged then F.anred.

Applications of nitrogen, whether in the form of sodium

nitrate or barnyard manure, hare significantly increased

the protein content of the selections and of Kanred in both

years, renure produced a snail increase in the average

protein content of the crosses in 1928 and a much larger

increase in 1929. This greater difference in 1929 may be

attributed to the serious lodging of the plants on the

manured plots which took place at an unusually early date*

The protein percentages of wheat grown on the manured

plots in 1989 were not secured on bulk samples. They are

averages of the samples from lodged and erect plants and

may not accurately represent the true average for the

whole row because all rows were not lodged to the same ex-

tent.

Loaf Volume , Texture and Color , tionraercial bakers

desire flours, by the use of which, loaf volume and number

of loaves obtained per barrel of flour nay be increased
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at a minimum expenditure. -<heat breeding operations should

be planned and carried on with these criteria In mind.

The baking results here been obtained by the use of

the so-called "K.S.A.C. high speed mixer". The dough Is

given severe mechanical treatment for a five mlnite period.

It Is then placed In the baking pan, allowed to rise to a

given height and baked.

Comparison of the loaf volumes of the parents are

given In Table XXV. Hard Federation has a higher average

loaf volume than Kanred. These data are limited. However,

they Indicate that, at least under certain environmental

conditions. Hard Federation Is superior to Kanred In loaf

volume.

Hard Federation, as grown at Says and Colby, Is also

superior to Kanred In texture as shown In Table XXV. The

color scores of the two varieties are the same.

Data on loaf volume of the hybrid selections and of

Kanred grown In the nursery and in plots at the farm are

presented In Tables XXVI., XXVII., XXVIII. and XXIX. and

are summarised In Table XXXV.

Some of the differences are illustrated In plates III.,

IV., V. and VI.
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Table XXXV. Loaf volume, Kanred x Hard Federation
selections and Kanred, agronomy nursory and
farm, Manhattan, KanBas, 1928-1929.

Vest Number of Loaf voluiao, c. c.
strains K. x H.V. anred

19S8
Nursery 17 1970 2120
Farm S 1890 2035

1929
Nursery 29 1800 1955
mm 2 1915 2000

verugoa 1894 2045

The average loaf volume of the crosses is signifi-

cantly less than that of the Kanred parent, the lattor

having an advantage of about 150 c. c. over the average of

the hybrid lines. Kanred ia a variety which has excellent

milling and baking qualities and it is a difficult task to

produce a new variety superior to it.

The loaf volumes given in Tiible XXXV are averages, a

study of the data in '.'poles XXVI and XXVIII shrwa that there

are a few Individual selections which are superior to Knnrod

in bo Icing aualtty and a larger number which are about equal

i o B nred in loaf volume. Vho crosses which baking tests

have shown to bo decidedly inferior to Kanred have been, or

will be, discarded.
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The segregation which baa occured la moat clearly

shown In flate IV. Loaf number 2 Is superior to loaf number

1, the Kanred parent, and Is superior to the other two

hyorld selections. Loaf nuober 3 Is intermediate In quality

and Is similar to Kanred. Loaf number 4 is the poorest of

the hybrid lines baked In this ^roup and Is decidedly

Inferior to Kanred.

The loaves pictured In rlates III, V and VI also show

very clearly, sogre^i.tlon for factors affecting baking

quality, 'i.'he differences are beyond the limits of

experimental error and are significant.

Differences In texture as well as differences In

volume of three of the crosses are vory clearly shown In

Plate V. Loaf number 6 exhibits rery fine, closo texture.

Selections which produced loaves 115ce this usually had s^ain

which appeared to be of good quality. On the other hand,

loaves of the course texture found in locf number 1, were

usually baked from sample* which had grain of poor or

mediocre quality.

The exact causa of the fine, dense texture found In

loaf number (.-, ?late V, Is not known. Loavos having this

fine, closo texture are sometimes produced by standard

varieties of hard red winter wheat of very high protein

content.
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Gluten quality . An atterpt was ronde to differentiate

certain standard varieties, such as Blackhull snd Ksnred,

and nlso Individual strains of Kmred x Hard Xederstion by

gluten washing, '.he method used was that suggested by Dill

and P Isberg (9); viz., to make up a dough using 25 grams of

flour, soaking for an hour and then washing out the starch

with u solution of 20 c.c. of four per cent dl-sodlum phos-

phate and 100 c.c. of four per cent mono-sodium phosphate.

The data obtained are not quantitative, alley are merely

descriptive notes on the stretch, elasticity and fineness

of texture of the gluten.

Seventeen samples of Kenred x Hard Federation, In addi-

tion to Kanred and Blackhull, were included in these

studies. The conclusions reached on the quality of these

samples were not in close agreement with the results of

experimental baking tests of the same strains. In which the

high speed dough mixer was used.

These seventeen samples Included four lines which

produced loaves of poor quality, and it was hoped the

determinations might enable one to identify these four

sa-ples. ::uch, however, was not the case. In some cases,

these samples having poor baking quality, were described as

having very elastic, very pliable, or very good gluten.
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These tests ore not extensive enough to justify the

conclusion that gluten wash ing Is not a useful Index of

gluten quality. They do Indicate thet an operator with

only limited experience cannot expect to detect the finer

and less obvious differences In actual baking qualities of

varieties and crosses.

Viscosity . A few years ago many cereal chemists in

mill laboratories were using the viscoslmeter in an attempt

to distinguish between strong and weak flours. They have

not been entirely successful Li this attempt end at present

less emphasis Is placed on viscosity determinations.

Viscosity determinations were made on sixteen of the

Kanred x Hard Federation selections grown In the winter

wheat nursery in 1928.

'i'wenty grams of flour were soaked in 100 c.c. of dis-

tilled water for approximately an hour. The raculchael

viscoslmeter with a two centimeter plunger, a small cup

and number 30 certified wire was used, i.eadirgs were first

taken on the neutral solution and then on the acid solution

of the same sample. Threo-tenths c.c. of 80 per cent

lactic acid was used for the acid reading.

The data, Including protein content, are presented In
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'i'able XXXVI. 'Chey shoo that duplicate readings on the vls-

coslmetor do not always cneclc very closely, ond that there

Is no close relation between average viscosity readings and

either protein content or loaf volume. the averages of

viscosity readings, protein percentages and loaf volumes for

the first eight samples (high viscosity) and for the last

eight samples (low viscosity) listed In Table XXKV1 are as

follows:

Table XXXVII. /.varage viscosity, protein percentages, and
loaf voluues or sixteen Kanred x 'Tnrd
Federation selections.

Viscosity Protein T.oof
per cent volume

Higher viscosity M» 13.96 1954
bOv.-ur viscosity 202 13.57 2016

The average viscosity readings show some relation to

protein percentages, but are not in the same order as loaf

volumes.

t the fifteenth annual convention of cereal chemists

held at Kansas City, : lasourl, in May, 1929, It was

generally agreed by the chemists Mtl the viscosity test was

limited in Its adaptations. It was stated that one of the

uses to which It ml^it be applied was testing differences In

gluten strength between crops from different years, where
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the differences are often vide. Another possible application

was In detecting difforoncee in curlot sv'pments of wheat to

a mill, or flour tm a bukery. ; inor differences due to

temper, milling, bleaching or even rather vide varietal

differences are not always clearly revealed by the

viseo3ineter.

The following letter by Mr. J. 'j.
1

. Pearson, formerly of

the Southwestern Rilling Company, Kansas City, tinsouri,

stives the views of the chemists in a Kansas city mill

laboratory with regard to the limitations of the

viscoslnoter;

"It is true that I hove done considerable work with the
viscoaiiaetor find Doctor Shoso and I have came to tfye surae
rather definite conclusions -egarding it. e first gathered
information from every possible source. I spent some time in
i r. Dunham's laboratory here in Kansas City and hod a
sonewhat lengthy correspondence with Doctor Bailey and Tiany
others. fter rjuch experimenting, we decided upon a method
entirely our own. We took what we believed to be the best of
all of the nethods that we knew about and odddd a few of our
own idecs tnd finally developed a system that we believe
superior to any other method tiM* we know about for our
purpose.

He found all investigators using a definite asottnt of
flour. Sone used twenty grams for each test and sono used
twenty-two grains, but they never varied the amount of flour
used in a test. IVe found that a high protein flour will
always give c higher viscosity reading than a low protein
flour when the same aiaount of flour is used in each case. IVe
were not interested in the aaount of protein shown by the
viscosity test but wanted some indication of the quality of
the gluten, therefore, we sealed the amount of flour
aocording to the amount of protein that it carried. iVo took
ns a standard 20 graras of flour for a 10^ protein. Less
flour is usod for - ore protein and :ore flour for less
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protein, always in proportion to the standard. When this
method is used, any difference in viscosity will be due to
BOEething other than differences in protein content. In
running viscosity on the different flours from the ralll by
this method, I come to the conclusion that the ash content
of the flour was playing fully as important a part in tho
viscosity reading as protein had evor done. Doetor Sasse
and I t-en nude up a solution of 27'tf magnesium phosjjhate,
20 s! calcium phosphate and 53$ potassium phosphate and
labeled it "Klour . sh". I found that I could take one of
our high protein, short patent flours and add a small
quantity of tho "'Klour sh" solution and reduce the
viscosity reeding to nearly zero. This proved to my
satisfaction that ash content of the flour is one of the
biggest factors in determining viscosity.

I next took one of our best short patent flours and
divided a sample of it. One-half of this sw-;ple was heated
until all of the life was out of it; Mm other half
remaining in firBt class condition as a check. Viscosity
wns run on these two samples and mixtures of different
percentages of tnese two si iiples. Bread was bakod from each
sample upon which viscosity was determined, ihe dead flour
could be detected in the bread when only 10;<> of the doad
flour was in the blond, 'i'hc viscosimeter would not detect
the dead flour until the blend wss very nearly 50 I deud flour.
Similar results were obtained by killing half of a sample by
ovorbleachinp; it with chlorine gas. Vhis s ows that the
viscosimeter will show flour- quality bat It is so crude and
clumsy that it will not detect the fine differences that
will be dotected In the baking test.

My method of running viscosity is to take an amount of
flour proportional to 10 . protein equals 20 grams of flour
and place it In n flask and add 100 c. c. of water, vhis
mixture is shaken vigorously once every ten minutes for one
hour, after which one-half c. c. of 50,^ lactic acid solution
Is added, shaken well and poured into the viscosimeter bowl
and the notor turned on and tho reading taken. This Is
called the first reading. How add one c. c. of concentrated
lactic acid to the solution in the bowl, unhook the plunger
and stir the mixture for about 15 seconds, attach the
plunger again, start irotor and make a second roading. Vhis
second reading Is the one generally f*lvon ns the viscosity
reading for the flour. ftcr the second 'eading, I
sometimes udd e couple of drops of hydrogen peroxide, let
stand aboat five minutes and spin for a third reading. I
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find one or two drops of hydrogen peroxide 13 fully as
effective as a cubic centimeter or more. I might add that
we spin the bowl at thirty revolutions per minute Instead
of twenty as others do and we use a twenty-six wire Instead
of a thirty, 'ihese changes were made to get away from the
pendulum effect in reading.

Our conclusion is that where one can get enough flour
to make a baking test. It la time wasted to run a viscosity
test or wash gluten. The protein and ash tests thet are
generally used in all cereal lcboratorlee are far wore
accurate and can be made on less flour than the viscosity
test. The viscosity test can be node much quicker thsn
most other tests; but we believe that it means very little,
if anything, when completed.

One of the biggest objections to the viscosity test is
thet there is no standard method of using it. Different
methods and different wires make a world of difference in
the reading. In other words, the personal t lement of the
operator is bound to enter. The figures are worthless
outside of the laboratory where made, except possibly to
show a comparison of one flour v/lth another and they mean
very little unless checked with a baking teat*

I do not know of a single laboratory in Kansas City
that Is using the viacosimeter and they are washing gluten
only in cases where the flour sample la too small to bake.

I hope that this letter sill give you sor:e idea of what
we have done and what we have found. If I can help you
further, please let me know."

The Foster Gluten Test . The Foster gluten tester was

used to study the gluten quality of fight of the Kanred x

Hard Federation selections grown in 1928. The following

procedure was used: two 20-gran samples of each kind of

flour to be tested were weighed out »n«2 dough was m*de from

each of then. They were then allowed to stand for 15

r.lnutea in air, covered with water and allowed to stand
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for 20 minutes . The gluten Is then washed out end kept

under water for 20 minutes. The pair of gluten rasses are

then placed In the tester, one In each cylinder, and bated

at about 320 degrees P. for 30 minutes, removing weights

from the rods when they seem to have reached their maximum

height. At the end of 30 minutes, the tester Is taken from

the oven, measurements or the height of the gluten cylinders

are made and another set of samples started. The tester

which was used In these studies was very kindly loaned by

V.r. Peter Toews of the Lyons Milling and r.levator Company,

Lyons, Kansas.

The data on volume of gluten cylinders are given In

Table XXXVIII. An examination of these results shows that

large loaf volume and small gluten cylinders tend to be

associated. The strains tested are arranged in order,

those with the tallest gluten cylinders being listed first.

The average loaf volume for the four samples with the

largest cylinders Is 1828 c.c, while the corresponding

figure for the four samples with the smallest cylinders la

2005 o.e.; n difference of 177 c.c. In favor of the four

aanples with the shortest cylinders.

The gluten strength of some standard varieties grown In

different ports of Ka> saa was also tested by neans of the
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Poster apparatus. The gluten cylirxiers obtai- ed are shown

In Plate VII. Turkey wheat nade smaller -luten cylinders

than Blackball and Superherd. /, large number of baking

teste In which the K.:-.< ,C. high speed dough mixer has been

used, almost Invariably rank Turkey ahead of Blackball and

Superb*rd.

The Poster gluten test might be useful even though the

"strong" wheats produce smaller gluten cylinders then the

"weak" wheats, as was the case In the studies of standard

varieties and the K nred x mrd Federation crosses, provided

this Inverse relation was consistent. Snyder (21) who used

this test on a larger scele, and T'r. Toews, both found that

the better quality wheats produced larger gluten cylinders

than wheats of Inferior baking quality.

Sxtenslmeter Testa . The Chopin Ixtenslmeter Is one

of the more recent etter.pts to measure gluten quality

mechanically, ihls test has been used and explained by

Chopin (6) and by Bailey and LeVesconte (1).

Two of the hybrid selections grown In the nursery in

1929 were tested on the extensimeter. These strains were

selected on the basis of their baking performance, one

having baked a poor loaf and one a good loaf.
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The following methods were us^d in conducting ti»e

extensimetcr tests: Two hundred and fifty grama of flour

were mixed with the amount of water considered correcjt for

baking, as determined by the absorption test a\nd by tjh«f feel

of the dough. The flour and water wore mixed to the b.i$a

speed douKh mixer for two minutes, Vhe dough *as worked %a

the bends to form a uniform ball. It was uluc«8d oni a

greased slab and rolled out to a uniform thickfi^ss.i '/he I

dourtfi was then covered with a damp cloth and o> ^argje boll

01

Jar. It was a] lowed to rest for 30 Tninutes s.rtd \et the end

of this period "biscuits" of 50 n. m. diamete}« wbre i?ut from

the dough, 'these were used as soon as cut. i'he head \of

water on the extenslinetor was maintained at aV constant ^.evel,

thus Insuring uniform pressure. While these 1 samples wefre

being tested on the extensimoter they were identified oa\j

by number so as to eliminate the possibility of pergonal \

bias.

The purpose of conducting tho test was to see If there *

was a correlation between the results secured on the

exten8imoter and those secured by the experimental baking \\

method, using the K. S. k» C. hlf^i speed dough mixer* the

curves s'oown in Figure 8 indicate that there is a siipiiflcant

correlation between oxtenolmoter readings and loaf v<t>lume>

The losf volume of the good loaf" sample feel". . ;

, *5452& was/

/

\
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1920 c. o. chile the volume of 'poor loaf" sample sel. No.

254981 was onl: 1700 c. c. .'his is a significant difference.

The sloping lines of the curves intde with the selection

which baked the poor lo: f are eonowe, while those Am the

ample which baked the good loaf are v.ore nearly straight.

MKW/,i<Y n goxcuh ions

Eone of the results obtained with segregates from a

cross of itanred x Hard Federation are reported In tills

thesis. This cross was >iade at chico, California, In 1920

by :.r. V. . Jloroll, of the Office of Cereal Investigation*,

U. 5. D. / . , at the suggestion of ir. J. .. Clark. The

purpose in making the cross was to .jrodueo a winter who t

which would be earlier, stiffor strewed and higher yielding

than Eanrod and which would hive the vory acceptable Milling

and baking qualities of Kanred.

Hard Federation la a tea*, white, spring wheat brod in

Australia, which is early, stiff strawed and of course non-

wlnterhnrdy. Imitl is a relatively late, ln-rd, red w'ntar-

hardy variety which has the weak straw chan ctorlottc of

Tur'.-.ey and other Crlnean wheats.

In 19S3, 1,580 plant selections in the fj generation

were grown. The number of selections has been constantly

reduced and only twenty of the ;nost promising strains were



planted in replicated rod rows In the nursery In aeptenber,

1929. lix hybrid strains have been teated In plots at the

Agronomy farm but only one was planted there In the fell of

1989. Early types appeared In the segregating generations

ol this cross, arnnj of these early types have been continued,

and are being tested In the nursery at the present time.

'ihe hybrid selections are from three to six days earlier

In heading than the Kanred parent, on the average. Individual

lines are now hand which head more than a week earlier than

Ki-nred.

observations on lodging of the Ktnred x Hard Federation

selections show that many of them have distinctly stlffer

straw than Eanred. In the three-year period, 19J7 to 1929,

the hybrid selections lodged only 37 per cant, while Kanred

lodged 59 per cent In the same tests.

The hybrids tested on the ;"-almon strength of straw

apparatus were shown to have stronger straw then Kenred. on

the average, It required .637 pound to break a straw of the

hybrid selections while only .554 pound was required to

break a straw of Kanred.

Segregation for cold resistance among P. lines was

distinct, 'inter survival ranged from to 80 per cent.

Artificial freezing trials conducted In the greenhouse

showed that a few of tho hybrid strains are about as winter-

hardy aa Kanred, but most of them are leas cold resistant
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Extensive nursery tests lor four years tnd less

extensive plot tests for two years agree in showing that the

hybrid selections have s marked advantage over Dmred in

yield.

The higher yields of the hybrid strains are almost

certainly due, In part at least, to their earliness.

Selection on the basis of yield has been practiced throughout

the period of testing. The lower yielding strr.lns have been

discarded, and tho higher yielding linos continued in the

nursery. few of tlie irOBt promising linos Vuve been

advanced to the plot tests ftt tho j.gronOEiy farm.

The hybrid selections have a sli.-Sit advantage over

Kanred in average test weight.

iho kernel plumpness of the hybrids in tho early

generations was less, on the average, than the kernel

iu nesa of Kanred. The rwerege plumpness of the hybrid

•trains hrs Increased during the period of selection and is

nov: superior to Kanred.

Yhe hybrid selections which have been milled h&ve a

significant ndvnntoge, about two per cent, over Kanred in

flour yield, -.'his Is to be expected since the crosses have

-ier average test weight than Kanred.

The foct that those crosses have a iiigher average flour
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yield than taped U of special si;mlficance, since Kanrod

produces higher flour yfe Ids than .aost other varieties of

hard, red, winter wheat.

The avcr-age protein content of the hybrid lines is

significantly lower, about one per cent, than that of the

Xnnred parent. few individual hybrid lines a.2>e on hand

which are equal or superior to Kanred in protein content.

In view of the known negative correlation between protein

content and yield end te3t weight, this is what should be

expected, since the hybrid selections produce hirher yields

and have higher test weights than Kanrod.

duality of protein is as important as quantity. The

hybrid selections, on the average, are not equal to kanrod

in quality as Bhown by tho experimental baking test. The

hybrid selections, on the average, are not equal to Kanred,

especially in lo:f volume, thoupji a few individual lines are

equal to ivmred.

tterapts to differentiate gluten quality by washing

were not successful. Considerable experience and skill are

required on tho part of tho operator in order to obtain

useful and slrmlficant results.

Viscosity determinations were made on a few samples,

but tho results wore of little valuo in differentiating the
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quality of the hy rid selections.

Yhe Foster gluten test gave results which were not In

accord with those obtained by Snyder end other chemists who

have used this test, '.he taller gluten cylinders were

obtained from flour samples which produced the smaller

loaves; 1. e., size of the Poster gluten cylinders ml loaf

volume were negatively correlftcd.

Hesults obtained with the Chopin 1 xtenalmetor anrec very

well with results of the experimental baking tests of the

same samples. 1'hls Is one of tho newer mechanical tests of

-luten quality and seems to offer considerable promise.
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